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Choose the criteria that best describes why this team is being nominated: (may select multiple)

Core Values

Service Excellence

Exceptional Performance

When was the team formed and/or what was/is the main purpose of this team? Describe the project/
process/initiative that this team collaborated on. Describe the impact on students/employees/community.
In Access and Accommodations, there were nine staff sign language interpreters and two administrative
assistants who exhibited exceptional performance this Fall 2020 semester by working together to provide
interpreting and captioning to our deaf and hard of hearing students and staff.
There are the "core four" Linda, Laura, Tammi and Martha, who put in the most hours, captioning or
interpreting with our students and interpreting for our staff; we have the CDI/ASL (Certified Deaf
Interpreter/American Sign Language) team of Susan Elizabeth and Lizzy who work with our COACH
student and another student needing cultural and linguistic support; and the remaining mostly nighttime
interpreter crew of Sara, Madi and Cathy who also took on captioning this semester and were flexible
with interpreting assignments.
All of the interpreters had to upgrade or make sure their internet and equipment met remote interpreting
industry standards. They quickly added external mics and cameras, a background that contrasts with their
skin, and strategically configured proper desk, chair and lighting (all models of excellence).
Rounding out this team are Mark and Susan, who have taken on the technical behind-the-scenes duties
like developing a captioning process. They upload video into YouTube channels limited to COD interpreter
use, then embed back into courses. They also created on-line docs/sheets that keep track of what
students need, who is assigned, and what is being provided (improved processes to enhance
productivity). All of this is done while coordinating with Learning Technologies, Faculty and interpreters
(college wide collaboration).
2020 has brought about so many unique and difficult situations to accommodate. We have many new
hard of hearing students who suddenly have the challenge of learning through virtual lectures. Captioning
is necessary for full access and comprehension. We also have deaf students who struggled with being able
to see their professor and their interpreter on screen at the same time. In addition, we had faculty who
needed guidance on how to make their virtual lectures accessible (external camera/mic, muting students,
more visual information provided). This team patiently worked with faculty and students over zoom,
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Review the sample nominations.
When writing the nomination, address the criteria.
Be specific. Use real examples that illustrate or measure the accomplishments of the nominee.
Read the nomination aloud to yourself. Is it compelling? Does it address the criteria? Consider asking a
colleague to review the nomination and offer suggestions.
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Choose the criteria that best describes why this team is being nominated: (may select multiple)
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Service Excellence

Exceptional Performance

When was the team formed and/or what was/is the main purpose of this team? Describe the project/
process/initiative that this team collaborated on. Describe the impact on students/employees/community.
Career Services provides career coaching and employment related services for COD students. I have been
fortunate to have had Pierre, Melissa and Rebecca visit my QuickBooks and Payroll accounting classes to
present resume and elevator pitch workshops. Their presentations are professional and engaging. After
the resume workshop, my students work directly with Career Services to create a professional resume. I
cannot express clearly the value that this adds to our certificate program. Often, a resume is an
overwhelming obstacle to employment for my students. The Career Services team creates an open,
cooperative environment which empowers while supporting my student's successful resume completion.
The elevator pitch workshop provides an opportunity for my payroll students to discover and present
their "brand". The team has provided positive, insigtful individual feedback to student presentations.
Once again, many of my students did not even know what a pitch or personal brand was.
The annual career fair is a fantastic opportunity for my students to professionally network with their
resumes and elevator pitches while obtaining employment. Each year that I have gone to the fair, I am
always impressed with how well organized, as well as extensive, it is. It's wonderful to see my students
mingling with the employers, handing out their resumes with confidence.
Last year Career Services created a BlackBoard course that students can enroll in via my course
BlackBoard. It provides links to the various workshops as well as career tips. This website is easy to
navigate and many of my students were utilizing more of the services because of it.
Finally, its just a pleasure working with these people. The respond to requests and concerns immediately
with creativity, professionalism and often humor (which we so need these days). They are always so
friendly and caring. Please consider these amazing people for the I AM COD award. They literally create a
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When was the team formed and/or what was/is the main purpose of this team? Describe the project/
process/initiative that this team collaborated on. Describe the impact on students/employees/community.
During these uncertain times, this team has stepped up and delivered an impactful experience for our
students. Like most departments that are on campus, who I feel should be nominated as well, we have
adjusted to the circumstances and parameters given to us to provide the safest possible environment we
are capable of producing to help our students feel safe, while they conduct their training and
conditioning. It has been the combination of the Athletics staff, the Athletic training staff and Chaparral
Fitness working in conjunction with each other to help provide some meaningful experience for our
students. Even though we are only doing our job it is important to highlight the positives that we have
been able to contribute to our students. From daily screenings, workouts, therapy and the assistanve with
all the students academics, thanks to our staff and student athletes being responsible we have had no
known cases attributed to our department and our athletes in over 3 months of training and conditioning.
The staff has done an exceptional job of following all the protocols and arranging and cleaning the
workout space prior, during and after students utilizing the training areas on campus. I believe that many
departments are deserving of this honor as well and we are just one of the many groups on and off
campus providing consistent excellent service to staff members and students alike.
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colleague to review the nomination and offer suggestions.
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Choose the criteria that best describes why this team is being nominated: (may select multiple)
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When was the team formed and/or what was/is the main purpose of this team? Describe the project/
process/initiative that this team collaborated on. Describe the impact on students/employees/community.
It is with sincere enthusiasm that I nominate the COD Multimedia team for their incredible work and
dedication to go above and beyond the call of duty, especially during this time of COVID. The multimedia
team has gone above and beyond the call of duty to help the McAninch Arts Center save our season,
record five live concerts, create an online virtual show for COD has Talent show, and consult with us on
how to stream our student shows. With so much going on and everything turning virtual, I know the
team's demands have been high. We are so grateful to them for not only taking these additional projects
on but doing it under challenging circumstances of recording outside in cold weather, getting rained out
from several rehearsals, and with many challenges and obstacles. The talent, professionalism, and
collaboration from the multimedia team are exceptional. We are always so grateful to work with them
because they have high standards and only produce the highest quality work. The survey responses from
our online audiences on the quality of the videos was overwhelmingly positive. The results of their work
have helped us build trust and confidence in the product with our audiences as we pivot to new mediums
to deliver content. What is most commendable is that in the face of many demands on the Multimedia
Department, they took on this extra work with enthusiasm and professionalism. What's most impressive
is they were as invested in creating the best show possible, as we were. and spent time in post production
to make it perfect. It's hard to find people who are as committed, dedicated, and talented as this team,
and the college is so lucky to have their expertise and dedication.
It is with sincere enthusiasm that I nominate the COD Multimedia team for their incredible work and
dedication to go above and beyond the call of duty, especially during this time of COVID. The multimedia
team has gone above and beyond the call of duty to help the McAninch Arts Center save our season,
record five live concerts, create an on-line virtual show for COD has Talent show, and consult with us on
how to stream our student shows. With so much going on and everything turning virtual, I know the
team's demands have been high. We are so grateful to them for not only taking on these additional
projects on but doing it under challenging circumstances of recording outside in cold weather, getting
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